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Travel  

IN FRANCE
Sewing enthusiast Nicola Edmonds 
travels to the Dordogne in France to 
learn the art of stitching calligraphy, and 
discovers a region of crafty treasures.  

PINS  

Opposite: Katie Elliott Armitage, 
co-founder of Les Soeurs Anglaises, 
strolls through fields surrounding 
the studio. This page: The beautifully 
restored Maison de Maitre, with its 
alfresco dining and grassy paths, 
provided an idyllic setting for 
Nicola’s stitching workshop.

“MY WISH FOR all of 
you this week,” says our 
tutor, “is to take a dive 
into this clear blue 
creative pool that is 
around us. It’s not about 
what’s produced. It’s 
about going back to the 

primal essence of who we are.”
This strikes a chord with me. When I 

was young, I couldn’t wait until I was 60.   
I wanted to be retired already, like the 
grandmothers who gifted me their skills.  
I wanted to spend all my days sewing.  
Inevitably, trying to be a grown-up has 
tended to get in the way. Life, acquiring a 
mortgage, working… 

The idea of spending a week or two 
devoted to stitching and craft seemed just 
the kind of medicine I needed. And where 
better to channel my ‘primal essence’ than 
in the heart of the Dordogne area, in the 
south-west of France? After all, it’s here 
that mankind’s Cro-Magnon ancestors 
took their first artistic leap 30,000 years 
ago; creating abstract marks on the walls 
of limestone caves near Les Eyzies.

These days, the leafy swathes of rich 
dark forests and bucolic pastures that roll 
across this part of France are home to a 
great array of both native craft artisans 
and lucky emigrées from the rest of 
Europe, who have brought their artistic 
practices with them. 

With a handful of others, I’m here to 
learn how to stitch calligraphy at a 
not-so-nana-style craft retreat. Called Les 
Soeurs Anglaises, it’s run by two British-
born siblings and a third honorary soeur 
(the French for sister). Operating from an 
idyllic renovated 14th-century building, 
the trio host creative workshops in 
everything from tango to puppetry.

I approach the house and studio through 
a rippling quilt of golden maize fields, the 
tufted heads keeping the buildings a 
surprise until the very last bend in the 
pebbled driveway. I’m smitten at first sight. 

Our class features people of all ages and 
nationalities, from a 35-year-old from the 
Scottish Highlands, to the sole male – a 
retired photographer from Germany. To 
learn and explore the process of 
calligraphy, we criss-cross from quietly > 
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the cornflower blue sky, contemplating 
further exploration of the region.  

The weekly market at the pretty village 
of Ribérac is a highlight, combining 
food, craft and clothing. I make a beeline 
for the local thrift store. The bland 
exterior of the ‘Solidarité’ shop hides a 
retro goldmine. Inside there are old 
wooden ladders on rollers to allow 
customers to explore the contents of the 

neatly labelled boxes stacked up high. I 
leave with a giant paper bag full of 
inspiration for future stitching projects: 
crisp white linens, floral fabric remnants, 
lace trims and a decidedly nana nightie, 
which I plan to turn into a dress.

From Ribérac, I set out to find a local 
pottery, 20 minutes to the south. A tiny 
lane winds through tall stands of pine and 
oak among burnt-orange bracken, which 
dwindles to almost nothing as I arrive at a 
tumbledown cottage and straggling 
outbuildings shyly peeping out from a 

THE SHOP IS A RETRO GOLDMINE. INSIDE THERE ARE OLD WOODEN LADDERS ON 
ROLLERS TO ALLOW CUSTOMERS TO EXPLORE THE BOXES STACKED UP HIGH.

meditative sessions with brush and ink, 
to transcribing handwritten letters and 
exploring the beautiful collection of Zen 
wall hangings. 

Our tutor, Rosalind Wyatt, shows us 
how to carry those marks into our 
fabrics, and walks us through some of 
her own work. She has had commissions 
from a starry list of clients including 
David Beckham, Vivienne Westwood 
and actor Jude Law – a very nice 
bloke, by her account.

These days craft is “less about 
hairy blankets and baskets”, 
Rosalind believes. “People now 
realise that without any creativity 
in their lives, they’re pretty 
bereft. It’s a basic human need 
– to make stuff with your hands.”

No experience is required, just 
that we come along with a stitch 
project in mind. I bring a copy of 
a mildewed page of my 
grandmother’s cookbook. On the 
flipside of the formulae for 
standard-issue sultana cake and 
Anzac biscuits, she has written the 
recipe for something called Family 
Cake. It’s neatly transcribed in the 
curved, flourished handwriting 
that I always loved as a child.

My ability to bend needle and 
thread to recreate her work seems 
to come and go; slowly, though, 
the wandering black threads 
begin to take the form of 
something legible.

As the week progresses, our  
set start and finish times slide  
out the window. Besides the odd 
muttered curse, there are monastic 
periods of silence when the only sound is 
that of needles puncturing fabric and the 
drag of the thread being pulled through. 
It’s companionable and wonderful.

✽ ✽ ✽ ✽ ✽  
FOR MANY OF those who are on the 
course, the chance to spend time in the 
Dordogne is as much a lure as the subject 
matter of the retreat. It’s easy to see why. 
One afternoon, I stitch until six and then 
wander down to one of the two outdoor 
pools to float on my back and gaze up at 

crimson blanket of wildflowers.   
Florence de Sacy, the resident potter, is 

almost as retiring as her tiny cottage, but 
her husband speaks excellent English and 
is very happy to show me around. The 
garden is both a source of inspiration for 
Florence’s work and her passion. Among 
the glass jars full of brushes, glazes and 
pots bound for the wood-fired kiln across 
the lane, Florence demonstrates at her 

wheel, marking glaze into the 
surface of a clay goblet in delicate 
stripes and curves.

Exploring further around the 
Dordogne, I head to Flaugeac 
where I meet Philippe Guerinel, 
master of vannerie – basket 
making. He explains that, 
historically, his craft has been an 
exclusively male domain in this 
region, adopted by farmers 
during the cold winter months. A 
few old-timers still make the 
bouyricou, as they are known in 
the local dialect, but about 12 
years ago Philippe realised that 
knowledge of the technique, 
particular to the Bergerac area of 
the Dordogne, was dying out 
with them. He decided to learn 
for himself so that he could help 
preserve this craft.

Philippe weaves his baskets 
from willow wood. I watch as his 
neat brown fingers deftly ply the 
strands of willow, creating 
patterns that curl like seashells.

Périgueux, the regional capital, 
is famed for its beautiful white-
domed Saint-Front cathedral. 

Given it’s a Sunday, almost everything is 
closed in this part of France – including 
the city’s museums and galleries that I’d 
hoped to visit. However, just a few 
blocks away from my hotel, I find myself 
in the tiny Place Louis Magne, the square 
bustling with stallholders selling all 
manner of fleamarket flotsam.  

Beside a jumble of teacups, jewellery 
and house-wares, I spy assorted half-
finished doilies with needle and thread 
still dangling, beckoning to be 
completed, boxes of vintage pearl-headed 

CREATIVITY AND TRADITION
Opposite: A wealth of old treasures can be found in 
the shops and markets of the Dordogne’s historic 
villages. This vintage clothing store is in Verteillac. 
This page, clockwise from top left: Potter  
Florence de Sacy works from a studio tucked  
away down a country lane. The workshop Nicola 
attended is held in a renovated barn, which has 
accommodation alongside the main workspace. 
Tutor Rosalind Wyatt demonstrates calligraphy 
techniques. The work of student Jo Hall – a 
stitched translation of a love letter sent between 
her parents. Felted garments for sale at the Wool 
Interpretation Centre in Belvès. Philippe Guerinel 
demonstrates the traditional bouyricou technique 
of basket making – a skill he learned to help 
preserve the craft. French fleeces on display in 
Belvès. Vintage cards for sale among the Sunday 
market goodies in Périgueux, the regional capital.
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pins, spools of cotton and a particularly 
alluring tin box containing a rainbow 
assortment of coloured threads. For the 
grand sum of €5 ($8), I leave the stall 
with the tin box under my arm and cross 
the square to join the locals for an 
elbow-to-elbow lunch at Chez Louis. We 
feast on garlicky beans, fried chicken and 
apple tart under a rustling canopy of 
plane trees. 

The following day I head an hour 
south-east to the Nauze Valley. I am 
visiting Filature de Belvès – a ‘Wool 
Interpretation Centre’. Located in what 
was once a medieval windmill, the 
factory was built in the mid 19th century 
and became a showcase for wool 
spinning. It is now preserved as a 
museum. The assorted machinery is 
wonderfully redolent of its former glory. 
I’m imagining the waft of lanolin across 
the cool, quiet air of the factory floor – 
or maybe it’s the smell of the soap used 
to create felt upstairs.

I learn how fine strands are pulled 
from the long skeins of hand-spun 
merino wool and laid out flat. Bright 
turquoise and cobalt blues are 
sandwiched together to form a mélange 
– one of those perfect French words that 
needs no translation. The deft felt-maker 
repeatedly soaps, rolls and stretches the 
fibres flat, like a very fragile pastry, until, 
almost miraculously, it becomes a wet 
square of bonded wool.

Given it was the art of stitching 
calligraphy that drew me here, it seems 
fitting to end my trip in Figeac. This 
town on the Lot Valley edge of the 
Dordogne was the birthplace of Jean-
François Champollion, who devoted  
half his life to studying a mysterious 
form of handmade marks. In 1822 he 
cracked the puzzle of the ancient 
Egyptian hieroglyphics.  

Dedicated not only to Champollion, 
but also to the where and how of 
handwriting, the Musée Champollion is 

DORDOGNE ATTRACTIONS 
•COMIC BOOK FESTIVAL
The largest graphic book festival in the 
world is held in the town of Angoulême. 
The 2015 Festival International de la 
Bande Dessinée kicks off on 29 January, 
with a line-up including the work of  
Bill Watterson (creator of Calvin and 
Hobbes), ‘Master of the Superheroes’ 
Jack Kirby (Captain America, Hulk  
and X-Men), and the magical world of 
the Moomins.

•FÉLIBRÉE
An annual festival celebrating the 
Occitan language and culture, which  
is held in a different village of the 
Dordogne each year. In 2015 it will  
be in La Douze, which from the first 
Sunday of July will be garlanded  
with thousands of floral streamers  
and will host poetry, dance, singing, 
and musical performances.

•TRUFFLE MARKETS
The region’s fantastic markets supply 
mouthwatering goodies year round,  
but December to March is the best time 
to try a local speciality – the black 
truffles of Périgord. To learn more 
about truffles, visit the Musée de la 
Truffe in Sorges.

•COLLONGES-LA-ROUGE
Of all the villages in the region, this is 
the one most geared for tourists, yet 
elegantly so, with enticing shops set 
within beautiful red-stone chateaux.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
•Visit Les Soeurs Anglaises’ website:  
www.lessoeursanglaises.com.

THE DEFT FELT-MAKER SOAPS, ROLLS AND STRETCHES 
THE FIBRES FLAT, LIKE A VERY FRAGILE PASTRY. 

a beauty. Beyond the impressive design 
and architecture, the four floors of 
treasures can keep even the most 
impatient museum visitor, like me, 
intrigued. I’m entranced by a gallery 
devoted to the origins of the Chinese 
script, where I see beautiful ink drawings 
of grasshoppers and morning glory in 
hand-bound, handwritten booklets. 

My time in the Dordogne has shown 
me that in a region known for its 
prehistoric caves, beautiful chateaux  
and medieval villages, there is also a 
wealth of treasures for the craft 
connoisseur to discover. #

Streamers in Verteillac 
for Félibrée 2014.


